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This invention relates to a garment for Ortho
pedic patients and more particularly to a pajama

blouse which can be readily applied to a patient

without bending or unbending his injured arm or
arms regardless of the position in which his in
jured arm must be held as a part of the patient's
treatment.
One of the principal objects is to provide such

a pajama blouse for orthopedic patients which
has the same appearance as a normal pajama

blouse thereby to give the patient the feeling of

being normally clothed in receiving visitors as
well as encouraging the patient to get up and
around the hospital and thereby exercise the
parts, of his body which are not affected.

Aaother important object of the invention is
to provide such a pajama blouse which can be ap
plied without bending or unbending the injured
arm of the patient regardless of the position in
which the injured arm is held. Where the treat
Inent requires that the arm be held in a fixed
position or where it is painful to move the arm,
this considerationis, of course, most important.
Another object is to provide such a pajama
blouse which can be quickly and easily applied to

the patient, thereby to expedite the handling of

Orthopedic patients.
Another aim is to provide such a pajama blouse
which is low in cost and can be made of any suit
able material and embody any styling desired.
Other objects and advantages of the invention

will appear from the following description and
drawings in Which:
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With arm holes 5 below its shoulder portions 6

and to the edges of which the sleeves 20 are sewed.
Each sleeve COmprises a front section 2 and
a rear section 22, each front section 21 being
Stitched to the corresponding front body panel
f2 around the armhole 5 as indicated at 23 and
each rear section 22 being stitched to the corre

Sponding rear body panel if 0 as indicated at 24. A
cuff 25 is provided at the outer extremity of each

O sleeve.

The two sections 2-f and 22 of each sleeve are
open or separated from each other along a line
extending along the outside of the sleeve from the
arm hole 5 through the corresponding cuff 25,
the Outer slit or slash 26 formed thereby extend
ing the full length of the sleeve along its outer
side and extending into the corresponding
shoulder portion f6 of the body of the garment.
This slit or slash 26 so extending the full length
of each sleeve along its outer side is capable of
being closed in any suitable manner as by the pro
Vision of nating Snap fasteners 28 along the op
posite edges of this slit or slash.
Each sleeve is additionally provided with a slit
or slash 29 along its inner side, this slit or slash
29:being diametrically opposite the slit or slash 26.
This inner slit or slash 29, extends from the corre

sponding arm hole 5 to a point 30 a substantial
distance short of the corresponding cuff 25, and
beyond the arm hole this inner slit or slash 29 ex
tends downwardly along the corresponding side

of the body of the blouse between the front and
rear panels ?o and 2 thereof and to a point 3
a substantial distance above the bottom of the
blouse.
Below the slit or slash 29 the front and rear

Fig. 1 is a perspective view of a pajama blouse
embodying the invention and showing the same 3 5
applied to a patient having one arm in a sling.
body panels 0 and f2 of the blouse are perma
Figs. 2, 3 and 4 are enlarged sectional views
nently secured together by lines of stitching 32.
taken on the corresponding lines of Fig. 1.
The inner slit or slash 29 is capable of being closed
Fig. 5 is a fragmentary front elevational view
of the garment showing the slits or slashes along 40 as by the provision of rows of mating snap fas
teners 33 along the edges of this slit or slash.
the arm and side of the blouse opened to permit
The provision of the inner and outer slits or
ready application of the garment to the patient
slashes 29 and 26 of the form described, together
with his arm in a sling as shown in Fig. 1.
With the rows of mating snap fasteners 33 and 28
Fig. 6 is a side elevational view of the garment
45 greatly facilitates the application of the blouse
as shown in Fig. 5.
to the patient without bending or unbending his
The garment is shown as being generally in the
injured
regardless of the position in which
form of a conventional pajama blouse having a the arm arm
may be required to be held. For exam
pair of rear panels 0, to joined by a vertical
ple, in Fig. 1, the patient is shown as having his
central seam , a pair of front panels 2, 12
forming an openable front secured together by 50 right arm in a sling and it will be assumed that
it is necessary to apply the blouse without bend
buttons 3, or in any other suitable manner, and
ing or unbending this arm.
a collar 4 of any suitable form at the top of
In So applying the garment the buttons 3 and
the garment. The body of the blouse as above
Snap fasteners 28 and 33 of the right hand sleeve
described can be made in any conventional man
ner from any suitable materials and is formed 55 20 are first unfastened. The left arm of the pa
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tient, which is assumed to be in normal condi
tion, is then slipped into the left sleeve and the
shoulders f6 of the garment draped over the pa
tient's shoulders. The injured right arm is then
slipped out of the sling and, without bending or

unbending this arm, the right hand side of the
garment is then brought forward so that the arm
is brought through the two slits or slashes 29 and
26 and so that the unfastened sleeve sections and
the front right panel 3 are interposed between

the injured arm and the body of the patient. The
injured arm is then replaced in the sling and the
right hand cuff 25 drawn around the forearm

of the injured arm and secured by its pair of snap
fasteners 28. The remainder of this row of snap
fasteners 28 are then fastened, following which
the mating Snap fasteners 33 for the inner slit
or Slash 29 are secured together. The pajama,
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tion and extending thence downwardly through

tom thereof, and means for fastening the edges
permitting said one of said sleeves to be brought
into enclosing relation with the corresponding
of Said slits together, Said slits, when unfastened,

sired manner thereby to provide the patient with

arm of the patient regardless of the position of
the arm and without disturbing such position.

a garment of normal appearance which encour

3. A pajama blouse for Orthopedic patients,
comprising a blouse body having neck, shoulder
and armpit portions, sleeves extending from said
body portion adjacent said shoulder and armpit
30

the nurse as to Which fasteners should be se
40

said one of said sleeves to be brought into enclos

ing relation with the corresponding arm of the

be laid Open from one end thereof to the other,
and said one of said sleeves being also provided
With an inner slit diametrically opposite said
Outer slit and extending from a point spaced from
its cuff to said armpit portion and extending
thence downwardly through said body portion to
a point Spaced from the bottom thereof, and

1. A pajama blouse for orthopedic patients,
comprising a blouse body having neck and shoul
der portions, sleeves extending from said body
portion adjacent said shoulder portions, at least
one of said sleeves being provided with an outer
slit extending from adjacent the corresponding
shoulder portion longitudinally the full length of
said sleeve and permitting said one of said sleeves
to be laid open from One end thereof to the other

ing from the outer extremity of its cuff the full

shoulder portion adjacent the neck portion of the
blouse and permitting said one of Said sleeves to

25 and also short of the bottom of the blouse, this
feature preserving the one-piece form of the gar
ment so that there is no question in the mind of

and said one of said sleeves being also provided
With an inner slit extending longitudinally of
said sleeve from a point spaced from the outer
extremity of said sleeve to Said body portion and
extending thence downwardly through said body
portion to a point spaced from the bottom there
of, and means for fastening the edges of said slits
together, said slits, when unfastened, permitting

portions, cuffs on said sleeves, at least one of said
Sleeves being provided with an outer slit extend
length of Said sleeve and through the adjacent

minating the inner slit or shash short of the cuff

I claim:

thereof to the other, and Said one of said sleeves
being also provided with an inner slit diametri
cally opposite said outer slit and extending from
a point Spaced from its cuff to said armpit por

said body portion to a point spaced from the bot

blouse is as readily removed from the patient

cured together and as to how the blouse should
be draped and manipulated.

der portion longitudinally the full length of Said
Sleeve and through its cuff and permitting said

One of said sleeves to be laid open from one end

by a reverse of the above procedure.
It will be seen that the pajama blouse is of nor
mal appearance and can be styled in any de

ages him to be seen and to get up and around
With the other patients thereby to obtain the value
of normal exercise which is of great importance in
orthopedic cases. Further, the two slashes ex
tending through the sleeves and body of the
blouse permit of the ready application of the
blouse Without bending or unbending an injured
arm and at the same time greatly facilitate the
application of the garment, particularly in ter

patient regardless of the position of the arm and
without disturbing such position.
2. A pajama blouse for Orthopedic patients,
comprising a blouse body having neck, shoulder
and armpit portions, sleeves extending from said
body portion adjacent said shoulder and armpit
portions, cuffs on said sleeves, at least one of
said sleeves being provided with an outer slit
extending from adjacent the corresponding shoul

means for fastening the edges of said slits to

gether, said slits, when unfastened, permitting
said one of said sleeves to be brought into en
closing relation with the corresponding arm of
the patient regardless of the position of the arm

and Without disturbing Such position.
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